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A relationship that works
for you.
Become a Channel Partner
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Thank you for considering us as
your connectivity, communication
and cloud provider.
The most enduring relationships are those built on trust and we’re immensely
proud that we have Partners and Customers who have worked with us for over
three decades, trusting us to deliver the latest technology and services.
Business owners and managers typically approach us when they’re looking for
options to grow their business and meet their customers changing demands
but are finding it difficult to achieve this due to internal resources.
That’s where we work with you to understand your customer’s pain points
and specific business requirements - from this, we develop a delivery plan
that meets these exact needs, delivering complete customer satisfaction and
developing a mutually beneficial relationship.

Who we work with
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What our Partners say.
SEP Telecom Solutions

Imperial Communications

We've been working with NTE since we started our business
in 2002 and have been utterly delighted with their service.
The staff can't do enough to help us and help our customers.
Dealing with them is easy, everyone at NTE understands
telecoms, understands customers and knows how to give
good service consistently. If you are not currently dealing with
NTE then you are missing out on something good both for your
business and for your customer's business.

We have been working with the NTE team for several years now
and have been absolutely delighted with the service provided.
As well as providing my customers with excellent rates for call
spend, line rental, broadband, and very importantly the same
person dealing with each order and issue, they make life very
easy for me. Once my customers have agreed to save money
with us, I pass them to the NTE team and they take over the
order and paperwork. Fantastic!

Philip Morgan

Expo Data Comms

We have been working with NTE since 1987 and have always
found the NTE team to be a great asset to our business. We
use their network services and our customers comment on
how helpful the support desk team are.

NTE have been and continue to be an excellent provider of
communication services for ourselves and our clients. Their
direct and efficient understanding of customer needs have
been invaluable to us and has ensured a smooth transition
of transfer and provision of service. The pricing of service and
goods still remain one of the best in the market.
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Our Approach.
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Our two Partner Models.
We provide two simple Partner models to support your customer activity.

Referral

Wholesale

Concentrate on sales and marketing and
leave the administration and billing to us.
Quickly build a recurring commission stream,
safe in the knowledge that your customers are
looked after.

Quickly expand your range of services and
support offering at competitive prices. If you
don’t have an in-house billing team, we can
produce your customer bills for you.

Our flexible service allows you to choose your comfort level and retain control, while maximising revenue from your customer base.
Whether you choose to keep your customers close or are happy for our staff to work directly with them, you will find that our experts will quickly
become an integral part of your customer support team, extending your delivery arm and delivering service excellence to your customers.
Your dedicated Account Manager is your first point of contact, supporting you at every step and working closely with you to create the product
options and commercials that fit your business needs.
Our easy to adopt monthly services help your customer make the transition to cloud and IP services without the upfront investment, while also
allowing you to quickly build a recurring revenue stream for your business.

Just give us a call or drop us an email for more information.
0345 034 6622
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What makes us different?
We put your customers first

You remain in control

We’re reliable and responsive

We know that your customer base is your most hard won
and precious asset and so our service is designed to
protect your business reputation in everything that we do.
Your customer’s satisfaction is our priority.

Some Partners prefer to manage their own customers,
handling the sales and first line support themselves; while
others prefer to hand off to their Account Manager who
will develop and maintain the relationship between your
brand and your customer. Whatever your preference,
our experts will quickly become an integral part of your
customer support team.

Communication is the foundation of any rewarding
relationship, that’s why our dedicated Partner Team is
only ever a phone call away for any questions you have
- or if you just fancy a chat. We keep communication
consistent and ensure that your enquiries are
responded to without delay so you’re always kept in the
know about your customers.

We reward you fairly

We’re innovative

Our business is built on relationships

In exchange for the trust you place in us to work with your
customers, we reward you fairly. For Referral Partners
adding NTE services to your offering enables you to
build a recurring commission stream for your business.
Wholesale Partners can quickly cross sell our connectivity
and cloud services into their existing base, supported by
our competitive pricing and personalised service delivery.

We invest in technology expertise so that you don’t have
to. We only select best of breed, proven products so you
can be confident that even in a fast moving market your
customer receives a long term solution for their needs.
With no upfront costs our monthly subscription services
are designed to make customer decision making easy.

Trading for over 30 years, we have strong and
established relationships with all the main industry
providers. Our longest standing Partners have been with
us since the early nineties and we pride ourselves on the
level of retention we’ve obtained by delivering excellent
service and support.
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Partner Onboarding Process.
Once you’ve decided to become an NTE Partner, you’ll embark on our structured onboarding process. We’ll discuss the tools and
resources available to you and how these will fit into your business strategy. From this, we’ll agree what a successful relationship
looks like to you and ensure your expectations are understood by our entire Partner Team.

Our Typical Partner Onboarding Process:
Partner Kick-Off
First, we introduce you to key contacts
and establish what a successful
Partner relationship looks like to you.

Service Portfolio Intro
Next, you’ll receive an in-depth overview of
our services and product portfolio. Here, we’ll
gain an understanding of which products will
be the most beneficial for you.

Marketing Support

Product Training

We’ll work with you to create campaigns
and collateral to promote these services
and products to your existing customer
base.

Experience the services and products
you want to sell in action to gain a better
understanding of where they fit with your
strategy.

Account Planning
Your dedicated Account Manager will
arrange regular business reviews, schedule
catch-up calls and gain an understanding of
the level of communication you expect from
us.
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Take your new
services to market
Once you’re satisfied with the marketing
material and sales support, you’re now
ready to start selling your new services!
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What we can do for you.
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Services Portfolio.
We keep up with the fast-paced technology world, so you don’t have to
We know how hard it is to keep up with changes in technology. It seems like there’s always a new update, a new product and usually
a new challenge. With NTE by your side, you can quickly add the latest connectivity, communication and cloud services to your
existing portfolio to expand your business expertise, re-engage with customers and generate new revenue streams - all without
having to make an expensive in-house invesment.

Connectivity Services:

Business Broadband

Ethernet Leased Lines

Mobile Broadband

Lines & calls

Managed Services:

Hosted Voice

SIP Trunking
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Cyber Security

Business Mobiles

Hosted Desktop

Data Centre Colocation
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Marketing Support.
Our customisable marketing material has everything you need to start promoting your new NTE services. Our marketing team will
work with you to create content that generates interest with your customer base, drives demand and boosts sales.

Collateral

Video Content

Blog Posts

Social Media

Product Demos

Email Campaigns

Increase followers and
boost engagement on your
social media platforms with
customised posts.

Use our product experts for
pre-sales and quotation
support.

Take advantage of our CRM
and email marketing software
by scheduling regular email
campaigns to your customer
base.

A library of marketing material
providing an overview of the
benefits and features of our
service offering.
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Use our pre-made video
content to support your
sales process and customer
enquiries. Or we can help you
to make your own.

Increase website traffic with a
library of blog posts specific
to your industry. We can tailor
these to help you.
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Sales Support.
Whether you are a Referral or Wholesale Partner our team are here to help you
deliver a seamless purchasing experience to your customers, with our pre and
post-sales support.
For our Referral Partners we can work more closely with your customer base,
delivering the following services which can be tailored to fit your exact needs.

Proposal Documentation

Quotation Support

We can work with you to
create branded proposal
documentation which integrates
your core business with NTE’s
services in a streamlined way.

Our pricing tools make it easy for
us to create bespoke quotations for
your customers. There’s no need to
calculate prices yourself, we take
care of this for you, ensuring quotes
are accurate, transparent and easy
to understand.

Product Training

Billing and Invoicing Support

In-depth product training for
your sales and technical staff
helps you to support your
customers and expand your
organisation’s capabilities.

We bill your customers directly
using our automated billing
platform. We credit check,
handle any enquiries and also
chase late payments, allowing
you to focus on your business.
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Technical Support.
Our support team are on hand to offer your business continued support and
guidance.
For our Referral Partners we offer first line support to your clients, with round the clock
technical and billing support.
For Wholesale clients we offer second and third line support working closely with your
own service teams.
We also have a team of accredited field engineers able to provide on-site, white label
support if you need it.
Our friendly team will continually work towards your ideal service-level arrangement,
building a rapport with you and your customers to ensure that we always deliver
service just as you would like it.

For 24/7/365 Support
Simply raise a ticket to support@nte.works or call 0345 034 6622.
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Service Provider Compliance.
Using our referral model allows your business to quickly deliver a wide range of services to your customers, safe in the knowledge
that as your service provider NTE will ensure compliance with the latest Ofcom regulations and Laws governing the provision of
those services.

End of contract reconciliation charges
Disability discrimination
Dispute resolution scheme membership
Next best tariff notifications
Gaining and losing provider communications
Mobile bill shock notifications
Third-party bill management
Mis-selling regulations
GDPR and Data Protection
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Meet the Team.
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Meet your Partner Team.

Phil Herring

Cath Phillipson

Shaun Broderick

Chris Dixon

Sales Director

Mobile Sales Manager
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Channel Account Manager

Client Services

Tiffney Fairless

Channel Account Manager

Emily Mason

Channel Marketing
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Meet your Support Team.

John Patterson

Cheryl Carey

Andrew Surtees

Chris Moorhead

Operations Director

Ethernet Delivery
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Customer Services Team Manager

Broadband Support

Tina Owens

Customer Service Support

Karen Laverick

Customer Service Support

Peter Stephenson

Network Provisioning
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Always here when you need us.
Contact our Channel Partner Team on sales@nte.works or 0345 034 6622. More information can be found on
our website www.nte.works.

Follow us

Head Office

Trade Counter

7 Camberwell Way
Moorside Park
Sunderland
Tyne and Wear
SR3 3XN

2b Chipcase Court
Seaham Grange Industrial Estate
Seaham
Tyne and Wear
SR7 0PP
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